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Abstract

High intensity stimulation is a feasible clinical method for preventing effects of early denervation, however in long-term denervation exponential currents could not elicit tetanic contractions of denervated-degenerated muscles (DDM) powerful enough to sustain motility functions. In our earlier clinical work, we demonstrated that electrical stimulation with exponential current could slow down atrophy of the DDM in human. Here we show that a modulated long-term training program restore function up to supported standing.

To elicit single muscle twitches of the DDM we use biphasic electric impulses with durations of 120-150 ms at the beginning of muscle training. Contractions of whole thigh muscles are elicited by using anatomically shaped large-size electrodes. In the progress of training, sustained contractions are achieved with the following parameters: pulse duration of 30-50 ms, frequency of 16-25 Hz, amplitudes of up to 250 mA. This stimulation protocol effectively improves the structural and metabolic characteristics of the denervated-degenerated human muscles. Following these procedures trophism and power of DDM improve even if denervation lasts up to 20 years.

Effectiveness of electrical stimulation protocols of DDM is demonstrated by measuring contraction force. Measurements by CT-scans reveal high variation in the increase of thigh muscle cross-sectional area during the first years of functional electrical stimulation (FES).

At present we are conducting a co-operative European research project with the goal to strengthen the scientific bases of this innovative rehabilitation procedure for people with permanent chronic denervation of skeletal muscles. Our working hypothesis is based on sound knowledge of regeneration capabilities of satellite cells in long-term denervated skeletal muscles and on the expected additional contribution of myoblast replication activated by the above-described FES training of degenerated-denervated muscles.

All patients with complete conus cauda lesion are welcome to join the European partners in the effort to develop this new rehabilitation procedure. We are confident that the goal will be scored and the quality of life of this specific group of patients will improve during the four-year period of the EU research project “RISE”.
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Functional electrical stimulation (FES) is an effective clinical rehabilitation practice for upper motoneuron lesions (peroneal FES of drop foot, Cleveland freehand system for tetraplegic hand, leg pacemaker for walking and cycling, etc.) [7, 9, 17]. On the other hand, in the patients with lower motoneuron lesions, like complete conus and cauda equina lesion, it is impossible to restore and maintain trophism and function of the permanent denervated muscles after they degenerated due to long term absence of contractile activity (denervated and degenerated muscle, DDM) by the common thera-
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...putic procedures that elicit muscle contractions by means of exponential currents [11, 12].

During the last twenty years we developed the required clinical and technical methods for functional electrical stimulation (FES) of long-term denervated degenerated muscles (DDM) in human. In the past we performed clinical experiments and some laboratory evaluations to find out if and under what conditions electrical stimulation effectively improve long-term denervated muscles. Our aims were to reverse atrophy and degeneration of the leg muscles, then to rebuild muscle force and use it for knee extension, supported stand up and standing. In those patients with complete conus cauda lesion (no peripheral nerves and areflexia) only direct electrical stimulation of muscle fibers elicits muscle contraction [8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 19, 20].

At present we co-ordinate a European project to consolidate the scientific foundations of our innovative rehabilitation procedure, which stands on sound experimental evidence of spontaneous and inducible muscle regeneration in long term denervated muscles [1, 3, 4, 5]. Our working hypothesis is that by tuning the FES protocol the contribution of myoblast-driven regeneration of myofibers [6] could shorten the lag phase and raise the steady-state level of trophism and power of permanently denervated muscles [15].

Methods and Patients Characteristics

Patients characteristics

We examined 14 subjects (male, age 32 ± 5.2 SD, range 23-52 years). All subjects experienced traumatic conus cauda lesion. Interval between lesion and onset of electrical stimulation was 1.9 ± 0.62 SD years (range 0.9-3.6). All patients did not present any other neurological disorders.

Stimulation device

To elicit a muscle twitch in denervated-degenerated muscle by surface electrodes it is necessary to apply an extremely long biphasic stimulus of 150-200 ms duration and of up to 200 mA amplitude. No commercially available stimulators can deliver such a high current intensity, and therefore we designed and developed a generator of long and high-strength stimuli [10]. The output stage provides four different charge-balanced impulse forms (1 biphasic rectangular or 3 biphasic triangular). In addition, to prevent occurrence of direct current due to inaccurate charge compensation the stimulation pulses are capacitively coupled (Figure 1).

The microprocessor-based design provides flexibility regarding the generation of the required stimulation parameters. This allows additional features, i.e., documentation of the stimulation program the patient performs (date, time, duration and stimulation parameters of each training session).

Electrode size and materials

There are two reasons to stimulate denervated-degenerated muscles with anatomically shaped, large size electrodes:

First, the lack of excitable motoneurons imposes direct activation of the myofibers, which only depolarize if the difference in electrical potential is sufficiently high. Thus, the electrical field ought to be homogeneously distributed all over the whole muscle;

Second, to safely apply very high stimulation currents for activating the denervated muscle fibers, the electrodes ought to be large enough to keep the current density at a low range to prevent skin damage.

For surface stimulation we recommend electrodes made of silicone-graphite, which are applied directly to the skin using a wet sponge cloth (at the beginning of training) or gel (later on, when skin trophism has improved). It is important to use flexible electrodes that accommodate to the uneven skin surface to provide homogenous contact and thus homogenous distribution of the electrical field in the stimulated thigh (Figure 2) [11].

Stimulation parameters and protocols

Functional response of DDM to electrical stimulation depends on the stage of post-denervation muscle atrophy/degeneration, which in turn depends on the time pe-
period between denervation event and stimulation onset. The minimal effective stimulation current depends on extent of degeneration of the stimulated muscle. In these patients, from 1 year and up to 3 years after injury, at the beginning of the treatment we applied biphasic stimulation impulses with very long duration and high intensity. This strong stimulus is able to elicit single twitches of the degenerated-denervated muscle (DDM).

During the first several months of denervated-degenerated muscle training, a muscle twitch is elicited only by impulses lasting 120-150 msec. This is about 1500 times longer than in spastic paralysis patients, in which the motor neurones are preserved. With an inter-pulse interval of about 500 ms the resulting stimulation frequency is slightly less than 2 Hz (“single twitches” elicited every half second).

One effect of the electrical stimulation program is the increased excitability of the muscle fibers. Therefore the pulse duration and the inter-pulse interval could be accordingly shortened to increase the number of stimuli per second delivered to the patient muscles. The change in excitability of muscle tissue slowly occurs in 3-6 months of electrical stimulation therapy, which patients perform at home five days a week (Table 1).

Once strength of muscle contraction increases in consequence of significant structural and metabolic improvements of muscle tissue, the stimulation impulses are shortened to 50-35 ms (off-time 10 ms) to raise impulse frequency to 16-25 Hz [11, 12].

**Daily therapy and training time**

The daily therapy program requires individual stimulation of m. gluteus, m. quadriceps, hamstrings and m. triceps surae for 15-20 minutes each muscle (in 3-5 series of 3-4 minutes) once or twice a day. Patients use a stimulation device with two independent channels to simultaneously stimulate left and right side muscles (Figure 1). The FES training takes approximately two hours a day (including time for donning and doffing the electrodes).

At the beginning, training is carried out in sitting position with extended legs (with or without foam roll) and then with 90° knee flexion. The stimulation protocols with both single twitches and early tetanic contractions are done without added load. Later on, while knee extension torque continues to increase, ankle weights are used to increase training intensity.

When the developed force in the leg muscles is sufficient to stabilize the knee joint in standing position, that is, the knee extension torque is higher than 20 Nm, the so-called functional training can start. The patient performs standing up exercises and simulates gait by alternately switching on and off muscle stimulation for the left and right leg in the upright position in parallel bars. The FES training can start. The patient performs standing up exercises and simulates gait by alternately switching on and off muscle stimulation for the left and right leg in the upright position in parallel bars.

**Table 1. Rehabilitation training program by surface-electrode FES of denervated-degenerated muscles after complete conus cauda lesion.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phases</th>
<th>Muscle Contraction</th>
<th>Months of Training</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Phase I</td>
<td>single twitches &amp; first tetanic contractions</td>
<td>1-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase II</td>
<td>single twitches and first tetanic contractions</td>
<td>2-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase III</td>
<td>tetanic contractions and knee extension</td>
<td>4-12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase IV</td>
<td>knee extension with increasing ankle weight</td>
<td>6-12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase V</td>
<td>force endurance training</td>
<td>8-12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase VI</td>
<td>verticalisation, standing up</td>
<td>12-18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase VII</td>
<td>“stepping like” exercises</td>
<td>12-24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**CT cross-section determination of thigh muscles**

Since thigh muscles are more or less spindle-shaped, the CT-cut plan ought to be well defined, so that results could be compared. We use as reference points the tops of both trochanters, which are determined by CT scan. Preventing torsion of body axis, the reference line is established by linking the two trochanter tops. Results are reproducible within a single thigh, as well as in right vs. left leg comparison in each patient. All patients are lined supine on the table (“Feet-first position”) parallel to the table axis. The first body section is established at the tops of the trochanteres maiori. Three additional thigh sections are performed distally every 100 mm. To clearly distinguish fat from skeletal muscle tissue a soft window frame (window 350, center 50) is used. Beside complete cross sectional area of the upper thigh the cross sectional areas of M. gluteus, M. quadriceps and hamstrings, as well as their density, are determined (Figure 5). Changes of muscle cross sectional area are expressed in absolute increase or decrease values (cm²) and/or as percent of base line value.

**Force measurement**

Force of the quadriceps muscle is measured during electrical stimulation as torque of extension movement of the knee. The measure is performed in sitting position using a purpose-designed chair where subjects sit with the legs in 90° knee flexion position. A dynamometer fixed between the chair and the leg measures force of the quadriceps muscle during electrical stimulation [11]. As an index of muscle trophism and of the efficacy of the training program, force of the thigh muscles is measured as extension torque and expressed in Nm, using increasing stimulation amplitudes from 0 to 160 Vpp in 10 V steps. The optimal stimulation parameters are determined in each patient by varying the impulse widths (msec) at
constant stimulation amplitude and constant frequency. At the constant 20 Hz frequency, the pulse duration is increased starting from 5 ms, and up to 40 ms to determine the shortest pulse duration, able to produce a strong muscle contraction. Both measurements are performed to monitor effects of the electrical stimulation program on quadriceps muscle force every 2 months.

Clinical observations

Effects of FES training

At the beginning of the rehabilitation program muscle characteristics improve through single-twitch contractions separated by long pauses to reduce risk of muscle fatigue. Stimulation parameters are: rectangular bi-phasic impulse of 120/500 ms duration; 5 s on-time; 2 s off-time; 3 min of stimulation, 1 min rest; 3-5 series, 6-7 days a week (Table 1, phase I).

Phase II: as muscle excitability increase, burst stimulation elicits sustained tetanic contractions, which allow knee extension in sitting position starting with 10 - 20 degrees of range of motion without resistance. The patient exercises in the following manner: 4-5 sets of 3 min continuous knee extensions, 2 seconds on, 2-3 seconds off-time performed once per day, later on twice per day (Table 1, phase III).

Following increase of muscle strength and training principles, from 0,5 to 2 kg of ankle weights are added. Then strengthening program continues with 4-6 sets of 10-14 repetitions, 3 seconds on/off and 2 minutes break between sets, performed 1-2 time per week (Table 1, phase IV).

After 6-9 months of training a force-endurance training consisting of 6 sets of knee extensions with 20-40 repetitions and 1-2 min break in between sets is performed (Table 1, phase V).

The further phase of FES training is directed toward verticalisation of the patient (Table 1, phase VI) to both train the upper thigh muscles and to improve cardiovascular fitness as well as trunk stability and upper body balance. These are achieved through stand up and sit down exercises in parallel bars (Figures 3 and 4). Patients execute short standing periods of 2-3 sec additionally utilizing their upper extremity capacities. Most patients greatly appreciate these training activities since they get up under their own power and regain their body height. Subsequently, the standing phase is increased up to 20-40 sec, but alternately charging body weight on right or left leg (“stepping like exercise”) to rest muscles and improve circulation, which prevents overuse and metabolic fatigue (Table 1, phase VII). In practice, the patient stands up, supports himself on the parallel bars, and alternately switches the right and left leg off to simulate the gait pattern. Balance is maintained through support of the upper extremities, while the electrostimulated legs mainly support the body weight.
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**Laboratory findings**

**Force measurement**

Before FES training tight muscles of long-term DDM patients are unable to generate a measurable force. Indeed, this feature is one of the most valuable functional markers of DDM in SCI patients. After 4-6 months of stimulation with single twitches, when muscle excitability improves enough to allow tetanic contractions, the first measurement of muscle contraction force is performed.

Unfortunately, follow-up of muscle performance are sometimes disturbed in these patients, due to unwanted simultaneous stimulation of antagonistic muscles (i.e., hamstrings) due to high voltage stimulation. In almost all paraplegic patients, the knee extension torque does not correlate with muscle tension and muscle mass.

Anyhow, during the first 12 months of FES training the mean isometric knee extension torque (measured in sitting position with 90° knee flexion) increases of 7.6 ± 25.2 Nm above the first measurable value. The knee extension torque of DDM patients is at the beginning of training in a range of 0-5% and increases up to about 20% of maximum torque developed by healthy persons (209 Nm) [11]. The high standard deviation is caused by the unwanted co-contractions of the hamstrings due to high voltage stimulation, which is related to both length of denervation and thickness of subcutaneous fat acting as an electrical shunt.

**CT Cross-Section Area and Muscle Density**

Measurement of muscle cross-sectional area of the thigh by means of CT-scans revealed the enormous amount of atrophy of the denervated muscles. The muscle area is reduced to 40% of the initial state after 1-2 years of denervation (Figure 5) [11].

Moreover the decrease in muscle cross sectional area is accompanied by structural degeneration in muscle histology and by infiltration of fat tissue among muscles (as recognised in the CT-scan).

In our patients the mean cross sectional area of the m. quadriceps measured 20 cm below the trochanter tops was 39.03 cm² at the beginning of the stimulation program and 48.77 cm² after 1 year of stimulation. That equals to an increase of muscle area of 9.78 cm² or 26.65% (Table 2).

Notice that also the cross sectional area of the co-stimulated thigh flexors increased by stimulation of the skin over the quadriceps femoris muscle (Table 3).

The mean density of the m. quadriceps measured in Houndsfield Units was 30.1 HU at the beginning of the stimulation program and 33.67 HU after 1 year of stimulation, that is, an increase of 3.55 HU muscle density or 11.86 % (Table 2).

**Biopsies**

Figure 6 and 7 show histological findings from DDM subjects before and after 1 year of FES, as examples of the improvements achievable at cellular level by FES training.

The effects of long-term denervation per se are clearly seen in panels 6A and 7A. The muscle tissue contains many small myofibers, and present fat infiltration. Muscle tissue area accounts for the 73% and 99% before and after FES training, respectively.

After 12 months of FES training, adipocytes are absent, and the myofibers are of bigger size tough they remain heterogeneous (Figures 6B and 7B). Inset of panel 6B shows a myofiber with central nucleus, a marker of regenerative myogenesis. Centrally nucleated (regenerated) myofibers are also present in the muscle biopsy displayed in Figure 7B, which also shows several basophilic small fibers. In this special issue Rossini et al. provide sound evidence of muscle regeneration occurring in FES trained DDM patients by immunohistochemistry with anti-embryonic myosin antibodies [18].

**Current clinical problems**

Previous and present results show that long-term denervation atrophy of skeletal muscles reverses if sufficient electrical stimulation current is delivered, and at the same time they highlight the problems that remain to be solved.

a) Time between injury and start of electrotherapy.

It is important to start functional electrical stimulation within 5 years of denervation. From 5 years on, muscle degeneration is so far progressed that almost all myofibers are substituted by connective tissue and fat. Restoration of muscle tissue is hardly achievable...
and only by very long training periods (4-7 years). On the other hand, among the subjects participating in the FES training program two of them started stimulation 25 years after complete conus cauda lesion, and one 12 years after plexus lesion.

b) Stimulation energy

When FES training starts years after injury, only stimulation pulses with energy higher than that allowed by the current regulations are able to excite the denervated degenerated muscle. Connective and fat tissues shunt electrical current, so reducing the amount of electrical charges that crossing myofiber sarcolemma may excite muscle cells. Furthermore, decreased excitability, possibly related to reduced membrane resting potential and low energy metabolism of the myofibers, is responsible for the long pulse duration and the enormous amounts of current needed to elicit muscle contraction. Common FES devices used in Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation do not generate those high intensity currents. Indeed, stimulation of long-term denervated muscle requires current amplitudes that do not comply with currently valid MED-GV, EC-Norm and ÖNORM [13]. It is our hope and willingness to collect sound scientific data, and use them to
convince International Standardization Organizations to modify the rules (which are meant to ensure patient safety) according to the new clinical demands. We already submitted a petition to extend these regulations, i.e., maximum energy per impulse up to 400-3000 mJ, to better serve the needs of DDM patients.

c) Long lag phase to achieve muscle hypertrophy/hyperplasia and functionally significant amount of muscle contraction force

If FES training starts very late after injury, muscles are already degenerated, and thereafter the phase of muscle restoration takes from 1 to 2 years (depending on length of denervation) to achieve the muscle bulk and the contraction force that allow the patient to stand. We estimate that from 1 to 2 millions of new muscle fibers have to be rebuilt in each quadriceps muscle. This equals to a synthesis rate of about 1000 new myofibers per day over a period of 3 years. The stimulation program and the parameters applied to achieve such an improvement, i.e., to rebuild the surviving myofibers from 5-10 µm to 40-80 µm fiber diameter, and in meantime to avoid overuse and consequent muscle damage, are still based on prior clinical experiences. Primary focus is given to the actual daily muscle performance, which is often quite variable. Because pain and muscle tension are not a reliable stress parameter in these patients, sometimes muscle over-strain occurs. Signs of muscle over-training are muscle fatigue during daily exercise, or more often a dramatic decrease of muscle performance the day after. In these cases, the FES training is discontinued 1-2 days to allow muscle healing, possibly by myofiber regeneration.

A second reason for the slow rate of muscle rebuilding could be related to the muscle structural changes that could be higher than the measurable gain of muscle force because of the denervation-induced replacement of myofibers with connective tissue and fat prior to electrostimulation.

All together, these constrains explain the slow rate of muscle hypertrophy and force gain, and thus of functional improvement.

Nevertheless, in long-term denervated patients positive effects of FES training are measured, as structural and metabolic improvements occur. This enables the patient to get up and to stand, but electrostimulated muscle endurance is still not satisfying. The goal of our ongoing research is to understand the underlying mechanisms of muscle regeneration and to transform these structural and metabolic changes into major functional gains.

Discussion

In DDM patients the improvements of muscle bulk, force and endurance are achieved through force and force-endurance exercises in 6-12 months training. Afterward, muscle are strengthened and endured enough to maintain their strength and function for many years.
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perform functional training, i.e., standing up exercises, and standing in parallel bars gait simulation by switching the tetanic electrostimulation of left/right quadriceps alternately. Effects of these treatments are not only a better cosmetic aspect, but also a better perfusion of the paralyzed legs. The continuous electrostimulation first changes the skin trophism (the skin is getting thicker and more resistant to electrical and mechanical stresses), and consequently eventual wound healing is faster. Thus, the risk of decubitus ulcer sharply decreases.

Both biopsies and thigh CT-scans show reduction of fat and connective tissue within and around the muscles. These findings indicate that degeneration of long-term denervated muscle is reversed by electrostimulation. Clinical observation of increased muscle mass and function (standing up exercises) correlate well with the measurable laboratory findings.

High intensity stimulation training, i.e., with impulse parameters outside the current EU regulations, allows achieving within a relatively short time period (from 12 to 18 months) regeneration, hypertrophy and functional use of the denervated muscles. This high intensity stimulation program constitutes a risk only if the patients do not follow the instructions provided before he is enrolled in the stimulation program. Potential lesions are skin burns, if surface electrodes are not properly applied, and muscle over strain due to the absence of sensitivity (pain).

Though there are questions to be solved, we can say that risks for patients performing high intensity electrostimulation are low and that the FES training is effective if high currents are used. In contrast to prior insufficient treatments with exponential currents, high currents maintain trophism of denervated muscle for prolonged periods of time and even restore their structure and function after severe atrophy.

High intensity stimulation allows patients to sit longer in the wheel chair because of the increased perfusion, the better trophism of the skin and the bigger muscle mass, which, reducing the risk of pressure sores, permits activities of daily living and thus a better social re-integration.

Still there are many open problems, such as optimal time for onset, duration, intensity and methods of application of the FES training, but we firmly believe that in co-operation with international partners we will solve most of them in the time course of the European research project “RISE”. Furthermore, we have the opportunity to study in permanent denervated human muscles both regenerative myogenesis and myofiber plasticity induced by electrical stimulation without any influence of the nerve. This will lead to new knowledge to establish better managements of elderly people and of patients with peripheral nerve lesions.

Conclusions

The therapeutic goals of FES training in DDM Patients are not only to achieve muscle bulk, force and function, but also to improve overall trophism of the denervated leg (leg perfusion, muscle metabolism, and skin eutrophy). These effects are of foremost importance because they concur in prevention of so-called secondary diseases, such as decubitus ulcer and cardiovascular diseases.

At present, the factors triggering the underlying mechanism of muscle regeneration of denervated-degenerated muscle are unknown. We need to know if the observed regenerative events of myofibers are either due to spontaneous post-denervation activation of satellite cells, or to the electrostimulation-induced myoblast activity, or to both of them. Furthermore, we would like to establish the long-term potential of myoblast replications in denervated-degenerated muscles, since this could be crucial for the life-long FES therapy of denervated muscles.

The experience we made with pilot clinical studies will be re-examined, and FES therapeutic programs improved and optimized by animal experiments and clinical studies during the European research project RISE. The aim is an advanced rehabilitation methodology based on sound scientific data. To achieve the goal, we want all patients with complete conus cauda lesion throughout Europe are enrolled in the project trial.
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